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NETWORK-SPEED
FIREWALL SECURITY

Top 5 reasons to choose the new hyper-fast security gateways series from Check Point.

1. LIGHTNING FAST
   - USE CASE: Accelerate Data Center Access
     - Legacy solution: 145 Gbps
     - QUANTUM LIGHTSPEED: 800 Gbps

2. ULTRA-LOW LATENCY
   - USE CASE: Protect high frequency financial transaction apps:
     - Legacy solution: 30 microsecs
     - QUANTUM LIGHTSPEED + Maestro: 3 microsecs

3. SECURE SCALABILITY
   - USE CASE: Enable hyper growth with Check Point Maestro Hyperscale:
     - Legacy solution (no Maestro): 145Gbps line rate
     - QUANTUM LIGHTSPEED + Maestro: 3Tbps line rate

4. POWERED BY NVIDIA
   - KEY FEATURES: Highest security with hyper-accelerated packet throughput
     - Using ASIC-based NVIDIA packet processing technology
     - Achieves line-rate firewall speeds by offloading firewall stateful inspection processing

5. UNBEATABLE VALUE
   - KEY FEATURES: Redefines security price performance: Unprecedented network speeds and throughput
     - Cost-saving lower rackspace footprint
     - More throughput with less power usage